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About This Content

A classic Orbx destination brought to life for Aerofly FS 2, virtual pilots are welcomed to Monterey Regional Airport, one of
California's most scenic airports.

Monterey is the perfect location for exploring the rugged coastal ranges of Big Sur, world-famous coastline of Carmel and
Pebble Beach, and for regional flights to San Francisco, Los Angeles and Palm Springs. Stretching the boundaries of what is

possible in Aerofly FS2, this scenery includes the entire City of Monterey in high definition. Featuring accurate airport
modelling, unique static aircraft and vehicles, dense hand-placed vegetation and many points of interest around the city, you will

find yourself at home in all types of aircraft at this multi-use airfield.

Incorporating unique animation technology, a large coverage area, 3D night lighting and many other features, Monterey truly is
the home for all your Californian flying. What more could you want!
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Title: Aerofly FS 2 - Orbx - Monterey Regional Airport
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Orbx
Publisher:
IPACS
Release Date: 22 Dec, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64bit Versions of Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Quad core CPU 3.0 GHz

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 4.5 compatible 3D graphic card with at least 2 GB of RAM

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,German,French
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Boring, tedious, and overpriced.. Love it, feels like the old defender games by Midway. Gorgeous sounds, visuals, and
modeling!

. Having issues recording Civilization V. Friend gave me a gift thing that help you get start with this Free2Play game, so I tried
it out. Not my usually type of game by any means, but it is actually quite addicting and fun. I look at it as a nice diversion from
the normal games I play. It's kinda of a casual matching game type thing and is very fast paced. I just unlocked PVP and tried it
out..got crushed..ha. However, I'm still quite inexpeirenced and so are my minions.

I highly recommend this game if you are looking to try something different. You can play for a few minutes, or how ever long
you want, the game always saves your progress.. a lot of trial and error, but solid enough game mechanics to make it mostly feel
like your fault when you die.. I know its the Alpha, but ran out of questions pretty quickly, and none of them were all that
difficult. Also, lots and lots of typos and poor grammar. Wait to get this thing or pick a better trivia game.. DO NOT DOWN
LOAD if you want to play co cop it does not work!

. Mini games are fun. I've usually been more into tactical games like Combat Mission, etc. So I was a little dubious about how
much I would get into this game. I have only played it 7 hours so far. I have finished the tutorial and am half way thru the US
campaign. I have already made my own scenario called, "A River runs thru it." The editor was probably the easiest one I've ever
seen yet quite capable. Have not played the multiplayer yet. But so far I have to say I am enjoying this game. I spent some time
today in the manual to pick up and better understand some of the games' nuances like cards and unit tokens. I bought the game
itself along with both DLCs for less than $35 which isnt too bad. I think I will get my money's worth. You can always wait for a
sale as both Steam and matrix games have them from time to time. Or, after watching some youtube streams and videos, you
can go for it like I did. I am still however, trying to understand the gold/purchase part of the game and dont particulatily care for
that aspect so far. But thats my only complaint so far. Would like to see some more terrain tiles besides just Normandy and
definately some more DLCs like desert war and east front..
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Rewriting this to avoid confusion and unnecessary debate.
I'll even give it a thumbs up instead, since it's my experience and opinion that is negative, the DLC is nice looking and plays well
BUT.

It all boils down to this i think.
I know that the devs are tied down by Political correctness
(it's a game though,,so I don't agree with it, real life and virtuality really are 2 different things)
The decision to remove all the great animals that are Africa also removes the vibrant variation and life to the savannah. Making
the decision to create a DLC with all these limitations a odd one from start imo.

"They could avoid the controversy by making the hunt of these animals illegal.
Shot at the mighty elephant and you are fined 100 000$, Gun taken, smeared in honey and left in the sun to the ants,,or
something."

And this dissapoints me, since I was excpecting "the Africa experience".
Not as in killing elephants and what not experience,,but at least see the animals associated with the Africa savannah.
Removing the topping from a pizza makes it look like a big pancake, not a pizza =)
And I thought i bought a pizza..

Wast spaces,,and range despawn 500m = A lot of empty space making the savannah seem dead.
It could be filled with animals that can't be hunted at least..All the savannah birds, snakes,,lizards and so on, no shortage on
small animals to fill the space making it look more alive and interesting to traverse.

So would I recommend this as a awsome stand alone experience..really?
No I do not based on my experience.
But I don't wanna trash a dlc that actually works not only lacking animals,,but is also "bug free". "bad pun intended"

We all like different things, and I do not really care for this one.

Do I regret buying it?..nah,,you get a badass rifle that could potentially stop a truck in it's tracks shoting at it.
And the game and other DLC's are so awsome so the devs deserve the extra cash, I'm not greedy.

With this said you can form your own opinion, maybe check a youtube vid before buying.. It's a fun little casual game about
badgers, in space.
Generally something you can pick up and play whenever you have a few minutes spare.
If you can, pick it up.. A great game!. Stardew distracts me from my existential dread.
12\/10. Devs were asking people on the community hub for suggestions on major gameplay mechanics.
The development team have now "collapsed", and are encouraging people not to play this game.

Clearly they had no idea what they were doing, so don't buy this game.
Please.. Frontlines fuel of war is a really intersting fps, where you can alos have a lot of vehicules.
I recommend this game.. Short review after 3 rounds:
First of all I like the game and it is a good tower defense and can make some fun but there are some things that need to be
changed.
So I will recommend the game when these things change:

1.) You can only set towers on predefined positions.
Thats a major issue... Would be 100% cooler if you could set towers where you want.
I mean building them like in Warcraft and not on these predefined boxes.

2.) Besides your roomscale you can't change your position on the map.
Add more positions or enable Fly-Over.
And also give the option to zoom in (that youre closer to the battle and everything looks bigger).
Currently you sit in a chair and spectate\/build towers from some distance.
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There is no real VR-necessity. You could play this game on the Desktop aswell.

These two points would be quite important for me.
I bought the game during a sale for ~6,99\u20ac.

That's OK but I would not pay more money for the current state of the game.
The game has some potential though.. Great start to a new adventure with Gail Pilgrim & company.
Here the main character starts out not as Gail but new character Maggie, and Gail & other characters from the previous games
are re-introduced as the story progresses.
The pace of this episode is a little slow, deliberately, as the story (& mystery) unfolds & deepens as the story progresses thru
each episode. This first episode is mostly an intro for the new characters & the lore of the game universe, & it sets up events for
the new storyline. That being said, the ending is quite surprising!
The new series has an improved game engine & UI from the first series; inventory & using items is much more straight forward,
& the option to run instead of just walking is fantastic. I also think the general level design is better, simply due to more
experience on the dev's part, and I thought using the class tests to refresh/explain game lore was quite clever.. Game crash all the
time when I try to choose levels.
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